BASIC SEARCH is available on the Eclipse Catalog home page at http://bbm.nmstatelibrary.org/
For Search Assistance Call 1-800-395-9144

A search in the LIBRARY CATALOG index is a KEYWORD search which will find all records that have the search terms anywhere in the record. The terms might be in a title, a subject, an author’s name or in a summary of a book’s content. A search on the term ‘McGarrity’ will show a list of titles which have that term anywhere in the records for those titles. A search for the terms ‘McGarrity gamble’ will find all records with both of those terms anywhere in the records.

To search for ‘McGarrity’ as an author only, change the Search Index to AUTHOR.
For authors with a common name, include the author’s full name in the search.
Search Examples: rudolfo anaya, george r. r. martin, sandra lee

To search for a specific title use the TITLE index and include the most unique words of the title in your search. You do not need to capitalize the terms and can omit words such as ‘the’, ‘a’ and ‘an’.
A search for the terms ‘legend llorona’ will find all records with both terms in the title.
Search Examples: big gamble, rio grande fall, pot thief

To search for a subject use the SUBJECT index and include any combination of words which describe the subject matter and/or type of fiction of the books you are seeking.
Search Examples: police chiefs, albuquerque fiction, diabetes, cookbooks, santa fe mystery

Use the CALL NUMBER index to search for all titles by a 3 letter category code such as WES for Western, MYS for mystery, CKG for cooking. The call number for every title includes a 3 letter code.

Example of one of 13 titles from the results list of a search for the AUTHOR ‘McGarrity’.
You can change the display of your results list to show only books which are available to be checked out and you can sort the list so that the newest titles display first. You can also link to a fuller display of information for a title.

The full display for the brief record shown above for ‘The big gamble’ by ‘McGarrity’.

For Information on complex searches in the Eclipse catalog see the Guide to Advanced Searching

*Please note, when ordering an Oprah Magazine or Mother Earth News Magazine, please specify the book number of the specific issue you want.

When sending your cart, make sure you are logged in, then enter any one of the 3 emails listed here when prompted, so your order will come to us: teresa.martinez1@state.nm.us, or veronica.tapia@state.nm.us, or BooksByMailNM@state.nm.us